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Shiori Ikawa*
Abstract. Agree is commonly considered to have no semantic effects (Chomsky
2000, 2001 a.o.). However, based on the behaviors of the Japanese object honorific
(OH) construction, this work claims that Agree can affect interpretation in such a
way that its result feeds a semantic predicate. This claim is based on two obser-
vations regarding OH. First, I examine a theoretically overlooked observation that
OH is felicitous only when the object referent is honored by the subject referent as
well as the speaker. I show that this observation suggests that the head responsi-
ble for the OH marking induces the interpretation that the subject and the speaker
honor the object. Second, I examine the distribution of the honoree in OH and
argue that the head responsible for OH marking accesses the object via Agree, in
line with previous theoretical studies (Niinuma 2003; Boeckx & Niinuma 2004).
I account for both observations by proposing that the honorific head serves as a
semantic predicate honor, which finds its arguments via Agree.
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1. Introduction. The object honorific (OH) construction in Japanese is used when the ob-
ject refers to an honored person from the speaker’s viewpoint. For example, OH construction
can be used in (1a), where the object refers to an entity honored by the speaker, the manager.
In contrast, the non-honorific form must be used in (1b), where the object is Hanako, who is
the speaker’s friend and hence not in a position to be honored by the speaker. As seen from
the contrast in (1), the predicate of the OH sentence is marked with the prefix o or go and
the light verb sur. That is, the honorific property of the object determines the predicate form,














‘Taroo helped (NH) Hanako’
Some previous studies have in fact considered OH to be a kind of agreement: the probe
around v probes downward to agree with the closest animate NP in terms of honorificity (Toribio
1990; Boeckx & Niinuma 2004; Hasegawa 2017; Ikawa & Yamada 2020). More specifically, it
has been assumed that the NPs are equipped with honorificity-related features, such as [HON:±].
The honorificity feature is assigned by the speaker, reflecting the speaker’s viewpoint. A func-
tional head around the predicate is equipped with an unvalued version of those features, probes
for a valued honorificity feature, and agrees with the object to be valued by it, as represented
in (2).
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(2) Taroo manager[HON:+] helped[HON: ]
However, while ignored by the previous syntactic works, even if the object refers to an
entity honored by the speaker, OH marking is not allowed in examples where the subject has
a higher social status than the object (Kikuchi 1994; Moriyama 1996). The unacceptability
of OH marking in (3a) in contrast with the acceptability of (1a) above shows this point: even
if the speaker is in a position to honor the manager, the use of OH marking is infelicitous in
(3a), given that the subject referent, the CEO, has a higher status than the manager. As will be
discussed in detail below, this example indicates that the subject, as well as the speaker, has to


















“The CEO helped (NH/SH) the manager”
Note that, this does not mean that the speaker simply identifies himself/herself with the subject
in assigning the honorificity feature to the object. The example in (4), where the subject has
a lower status than the object, is infelicitous when uttered by a CEO who is not in a position
to honor the manager. This indicates that the OH sentences express the subject’s honor to the







“The intern helped (OH) the manager (# when uttered by the CEO)”
This paper aims to account for the effect of the subject on the felicity of OH construc-
tion. Based on this effect, I propose that the syntactic operation Agree can feed arguments to
some semantic predicates. That is, I claim that the result of Agree can affect interpretation in
line with some other studies (Hicks 2009; Baker & Camargo-Souza 2020 a.o.), but in contrast
with the standard assumption that Agree is devoid of any semantic effects (Chomsky 2000,
2001 a.o.). In Section 2, I show that the cause of the infelicity of OH marking in (3a) is the
lack of honor from the subject. That is, for the OH use to be felicitous, there must be a se-
mantic honor relationship between the subject and the object. In Section 3, however, I show
old and new evidence that the previous studies were correct in assuming operation Agree to
be involved in OH marking. More specifically, the honoree is always the NP that is in a goal
position for the probe from around v. In Section 4, I account for these observations by arguing
that the OH marker is semantically a predicate that denotes the honor-relationship between the
subject + the speaker and the object, but accesses the subject and the object via Agree.
2. Semantic honor relationship. In (1a) and (3a), I showed that OH marking is not accept-
able when the subject has a higher status than the object and suggested that the subject has to
honor the object for OH marking to be felicitous. However, we have to be careful in determin-
ing the exact conditions for the use of OH regarding the subject. In addition to the possibil-
ity that the subject honor from the subject toward the object is a necessary condition for OH
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marking, there is an alternative possibility that the subject is required to be less honored than
the object by the speaker for OH marking to be possible: that is, there is a possibility that be-
tween the subject and the object, the predicate simply marks honor toward the NP which is
more honored by the speaker. This alternative seems compelling given that there are agreement
phenomena in various other languages where the subject and the object are compared over cer-
tain hierarchies, such as person hierarchy, and the predicate exhibits agreement with the one
higher in the relevant hierarchy (Béjar & Rezac 2009; Oxford 2019 a.o.).
The unacceptability of (5)-(6) supports the view that the subject has to honor the object
for felicitous OH use. These examples distinguish the two hypotheses from each other: the
subjects refer to a criminal or a bad guy considered to have a lower social status than sensei
‘professor / teacher’ in a natural context. However, the sentence content makes it clear that the
subject referents themselves do not honor the object referents. Under the view that the more
honored one between the subject and the object should trigger the honorific marking, OH is in-
correctly predicted to be acceptable in these examples, given that the subject referents are less
honored by the speaker compared to the object. In contrast, the view that the subject needs to
honor the object for the use of OH correctly predicts that OH markings are not acceptable in
these examples. Thus, the unacceptability of (5)-(6) support the view that the subject has to


















‘The bad guys are calling (OH) the teacher ‘senkoo’ (a derogatory word to refer to a
teacher)’
This observation suggests that what matters in the licensing of Japanese OH marking is
the existence of honor from the subject toward the object, in addition to the existence of honor
from the speaker toward the object. In other words, it seems that OH construction involves a
semantic predicate honor, whose honorer role is assigned to the speaker and the subject and
whose honoree role is assigned to the object. Such an effect is not straightforwardly predicted
by the view from the previous studies that OH marking is agreement with the honorificity fea-
ture on the object (Boeckx & Niinuma 2004; Oseki & Tagawa 2019; Ikawa & Yamada 2020).
Then, does this observation indicate that the OH marking should be solely semantically treated
instead, as has been attempted in some other studies (Potts & Kawahara 2004; Watanabe et al.
2014; McCready 2019)? In the next section, however, I will show that there is also evidence
indicating the involvement of the syntactic operation Agree.
3. Agree chooses the honoree. Evidence for the involvement of Agree comes from the dis-
tribution of the honoree in OH sentences. When the OH marking appears on a sentence with
multiple NPs around the object position, for example a ditransitive sentence, it has to be de-
termined which NP can serve as the honoree. As argued in previous studies (Niinuma 2003;
Boeckx & Niinuma 2004; Ikawa & Yamada 2020), the distribution of the honoree NP is simi-
lar to the distribution of the goal NP of the object φ-agreement across languages. More specif-
ically, I show that the NP that can be the honoree in an OH sentence is the highest animate
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NP below v in the same phase. This distribution naturally follows if the head that is responsi-
ble for the OH probes down for an animate NP, and the probe is restricted by the intervention
condition (or relativized locality more generally) and phase boundaries, as Agree is usually
assumed to be (Chomsky 2000, 2001; Baker 2008 a.o.). In this section, I review the evidence
from previous studies and add new pieces of evidence for this view.
Before a detailed analysis, some clarifications regarding the theoretical assumptions are
in order. First, as for the intervention condition on Agree, I adopt the view that not only the
c-commanding intervener but also the “A-over-A” intervener counts (Rackowski & Richards
2005; Niinuma 2003). Second, I adopt the view from Ikawa & Yamada (2020) that the head
responsible for OH marking is distinct from v. More specifically, I follow Ikawa & Yamada








First, I will review evidence from previous studies for the view that Agree is involved in
the choice of honoree: the intervention effect in ditransitive sentences and the intervention ef-
fect inside NPs. Then, I will further add two new pieces of evidence for this view: the lack of
intervention patterns in appropriate structures and the phase effect.
3.1. INTERVENTION IN THE DITRANSITVE SENTENCES. First, in ditransitive constructions with 
two animate objects, it has long been noticed that the honoree is always the indirect object 
(IO) and not the direct object (DO) (Harada, 1976; Niinuma, 2003; Boeckx & Niinuma, 


















“Hanako introduced (#OH targeting Prof) professor to Taroo”
Empirically, this pattern parallels the choice of the trigger of object φ-agreement (Baker
2008, 2013 a.o.), as Niinuma (2003); Boeckx & Niinuma (2004) point out. For instance, in the
example in (9) from Swahili, the predicate can agree with the IO mtoto ‘child’ (class 1), but















‘Stella gave the child a book there’ (Riedel 2009:131)
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Theoretically, this pattern follows from the idea that Agree is involved in the choice of
honoree. Under the assumption that the IO is generated higher than the DO as shown in (10)
(Hoji 1985; Hayashishita 2000, 2004; Kishimoto 2008), IO is closer to the probe around v
than the DO is. Given that the probe has to agree with the closest NP it finds (intervention







Note that the intervention effect in OH is reported to be sensitive only to animate NPs, not
to inanimate NPs (Niinuma 2003). As shown in (11), the direct object Tanaka.sensei ‘Prof.Tanaka’









“I took (OH) Prof.Tanaka to the place” (Boeckx & Niinuma 2004:456)
This pattern follows if we consider the feature F that is probed in OH is held only by animate
NPs. That is, inanimate NPs that do not have the relevant feature are invisible to the probe and
hence do not intervene. I will discuss the specific nature of this feature in Section 4.
3.2. INTERVENTION IN THE NP DOMAIN. Niinuma (2003) shows that, when the object NP is
inanimate, OH can look into the object NP to let the possessor NP serve as the honoree. The
sentence in (12) exemplifies this point. Given that inanimate NPs are not visible to the probe,
such possessor honorification is expected under the Agree view: the possessor NP is the closest
animate NP to the probe, as shown in the structure in (14a). Crucially, the possessor NP inside
an object cannot serve as the honoree when the possessee is animate. For example, (13) is not
interpretable as expressing honor toward the professor, but is only interpreted as expressing
honor toward the professor’s friend. This contrast also follows from the Agree-view: Given the
structure in (14b), the animate NP sensei-no rinzin ‘the professor’s neighbor’ is closer to the




































3.3. C-COMMAND EFFECT IN INTERVENTION. While previously unnoticed, the presence of a
c-command relationship is crucial for the IO intervention effect. As shown above, the Agree
between the OH probe and a DO is blocked by an animate IO. However, the examples in (15)
show that when the IO itself is an inanimate NP but contains an animate NP as a possessor,






















‘Taroo took Hanako to professor’s room’
The availability of the DO=honoree interpretation in (15a) is correctly predicted by the Agree
analysis: as shown in (16), the IO possessor does not c-command the DO. Given that the in-
terventions are defined based on a c-command (or dominance) relationship (Rizzi 2013 a.o.),
the IO possessor does not structurally intervene between HON and DO. Thus, the possessor NP
inside the IO and the DO are both potential goals for a downward probe from HON, and the










3.4. PHASE EFFECT. Another piece of novel data for the Agree approach comes from the ef-
fect of phases in the choice of honoree. The example in (17) shows that the OH marking is
sensitive to phase boundaries: OH marking is not available on the matrix predicate when the
1 I assume that, when there are multiple potential goals for a probe, the probe can Agree with any of them.
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NP sensei ‘professor’ is not in the same phase, but in an embedded clause, even if it is the









‘Taroo thought (OH) [the professor was beautiful]’
This follows from the view that the honoree in OH is chosen by Agree, which is considered to
be phase-bounded (Chomsky 2000, 2001; Baker 2008). Given that the probe is on HON head
right below the matrix vP, as indicated in (18), the dependency between the probe and the NP
sensei ‘professor’ in (17) crosses a phase boundary introduced by the embedded CP, violating
the phase condition for Agree.
(18) [vP [HONP [√P [CP . . .sensei. . .]
√
think ] HON ] v ]
Furthermore, the use of the raising-to-object construction improves the OH marking. The
example in (19) is the raising-to-object counterpart of (17). While I will set aside the discus-
sion about the exact structure of raising-to-object constructions in Japanese (see Horn (2008)
for a detailed discussion), the accusative marking on the embedded subject in (19) suggests
that there is no phase boundary between the accusative case assigner, that is the main predi-
cate, and the embedded subject sensei. The contrast between (17) and (19) supports the view









‘Taroo thought (OH) the professor to be beautiful’
3.5. INTERIM SUMMARY. In this section, I have shown the data that suggests that an Agree-
based analysis correctly captures the NP that can serve as the honoree. While I have shown in
Section 2 that the semantic honor relationship holds between the subject and the object in OH
sentences, the distribution of the honoree we have just seen does not straightforwardly follow
from a purely semantic analysis. For example, one might propose a semantic analysis in which
the OH marker modifies the main predicate in such a way that the “honoree” is semantically
identified with a certain argument of the predicate, either by the order of semantic composi-
tion with the predicate (Watanabe et al. 2014) or by its thematic role. However, such an ac-
count has difficulty in handling the honorification of the possessor of the argument as shown
in (12)-(13) above, where the NP serving as the honoree is not itself an argument of the main
predicate. Second, I showed that the existence of c-commanding animate NPs is crucial in de-
termining the possibility of DO honorification. This indicates that the syntactic operations are
involved in the choice of the honoree.
Thus, OH exhibits both a semantic nature in its restriction on the subject-object relation-
ship and a syntactic nature in the choice of the honoree. The next question is how these two
conflicting characteristics can be analyzed. In the next section, I account for both sets of obser-
vations by proposing that Agree feeds arguments to the semantic predicate honor.
4. Proposal.
4.1. MAIN ANALYSIS . The discussion above suggests that, while OH sentences seem to ex-
press semantic honor relationships between the subject + the speaker and the object, the OH
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construction involves Agree in the choice of the honoree. I propose that these effects are de-
rived by bi-directional Agree from HON in the narrow syntax with the object and the subject,
and the interpretation of the results of Agree at LF.2
As mentioned above, I assume that the probe lies in an optional head HON (Ikawa & Ya-
mada 2020). I propose that this head contains two probes: one going upward and the other go-
ing downward, as shown in (20).3 The downward probe finds the highest object. The upward











While I assume the involvement of Agree in OH in line with previous studies, the current
analysis deviates from previous studies in NOT assuming that the probe looks for honorificity-
encoding features, such as [HON:±]. Instead, I propose that the feature involved in Agree in
OH is the index feature, which has been considered to participate in Agree for some other phe-
nomena (Person Case Constraint (Adger & Harbour 2007), plural agreement (Grosz 2015) and
switch reference (Arregi & Hanink 2018, 2019)). Thus, HON contains a pair of probing fea-
tures as represented in (21a). (21a) is a combination of two unvalued but interpretable index
features.4 The feature intF1[ ] probes downward to be valued by the index feature of the
closest animate object (or the possessors of the object), while intF2[ ] probes upward to be
valued by the index feature on the subject. As a result of the Agree operation represented in
(20), the probe is valued as shown in (21b). As these probing features are interpretable, they
are not deleted at the spell-out and survive in LF.
(21) a. 〈intF1[ ], intF2[ ]〉
b. 〈intF1[j], intF2[i]〉
2 I assume here that HON chooses the subject as an honorer via Agree as well, given that HON is not in a direct se-
lectional relationship with the subject (i.e., is in a long-distance relationship with HON) as shown in the structure in
(7). Unfortunately, for subjects, it is not easy to find a clear-cut evidence for the Agree view as we did for the object,
given that there is often only one NP in the domain higher than HON. While I tentatively take the upward Agree anal-
ysis for the subject choice of the subject as an honorer in this paper, the appropriateness of the idea that the choice of
the honorer involves upward Agree can and should be examined independently from the main claim of this paper that
Agree feeds the semantic predicate HON: the object NP chosen by the downward Agree feeds the honoree argument
of the semantic predicate honor.
3 I distinguish having two separate probes on one head from the Multiple Agree mechanism proposed by Hiraiwa
(2001), where a single probe agrees with multiple goals. It is the former that I propose for OH here.
4 Note that the existence of unvalued interpretable features is a natural result of dissociation of interpretability and
valuedness proposed in Pesetsky & Torrego (2007).
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I propose that the head HON bears the honorific meaning in (22), referring to the now-
valued probe features on HON. More specifically, these goals, along with the speaker in the
context, serve as arguments of the semantic predicate honor on HON, resulting in the inter-
pretation that the speaker and the subject honor the object. (22) mentions that the referent of
the goal of the upward probe and the speaker Sp together honor the referent of the goal of the
downward probe. 5
(22) Sp and JNPintF2[ ]K honor JNPintF1[ ]K
The Agree view from previous studies assumed that the valuation of HON affects vocab-
ulary insertion on HON, under the assumption that the HON is valued with [±HON] (Niinuma
2003; Boeckx & Niinuma 2004; Oseki & Tagawa 2019; Ikawa & Yamada 2020). The current
proposal contrasts such a view in assuming that the HON head does not change its morpholog-
ical forms depending on the valuation of its features: the presence of HON always triggers the
honorific morphology including the honorific prefix o/go and the use of the light verb, regard-
less of how the probe features on HON are valued. That is, the valuation of the probing fea-
tures does not directly affect the morphology, and it only affects the interpretation. The HON
head is optional, and the use of HON and the OH morphology realizing HON are appropriate
only when the honorific meaning HON adds is pragmatically felicitous.
This analysis correctly derives the observation of the effect of the subject on OH. The core














“The CEO helped (OH) the manager”
To derive (23a), as a result of Agree between HON, the probes on HON get valued as shown
in (24a). Under the current analysis, these indices serve as a part of the honorific meaning of
HON as represented in (24b). The resulting interpretation is “the Speaker and Taroo honor the
manager,” which is felicitous in a natural context.
(24) a. 〈intF1[j], intF2[i]〉
b. Sp and JNPiK honor JNPjK
=Sp and Taroo honor the manager
In contrast, for the derivation of (23b), the result of Agree appears to be like (25a). This re-
sults in an interpretation given in (25b), which is infelicitous because the CEO is not in a posi-
tion to honor the manager.
(25) a. 〈intF1[j], intF2[k]〉
b. Sp and JNPkK honor JNPjK
=Sp and the CEO honor the manager
5 Following Potts & Kawahara (2004) and Potts (2007), I assume the honorific meaning in (22) is an non-at-issue
expressive meaning. I abstract away the details of the semantic representations of the honor relationship, as nothing
in the current analysis hinges on the specific semantic representation (see Potts & Kawahara (2004), Potts (2007),
McCready (2014, 2019) and Portner et al. (2019) for detailed discussions).
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A non-honorific sentence as shown in (26) has a structure without the HON head and,
hence, lacks any honorific morphology as well as honorific meanings held by HON. As no lin-
guistic element adds information about honorific relationships in the structure without the HON








This neutrality of the non-honorific construction is empirically supported. As noted by previ-
ous studies, OH marking is optional (Namai 2000; Hasegawa 2017). That is, as exemplified
in (27), the failure to use the OH construction for an honored object does not mean that the
speaker is disrespectful toward the object. This is straightforwardly captured under the current







“Taroo helped the manager”
Given that the honoree is chosen via downward Agree, the Agree patterns in the choice
of the honoree as demonstrated in Section 3, more specifically the intervention effect and the
phase effect naturally follow from the current analysis. However, we need one additional as-
sumption to account for the relativization of the probe to the animate NPs. Recall that, such
relativization is evident in the examples repeated in (28), where the animate IO blocks the DO









“Hanako introduced / #introduced (OH) Professor Tanaka to Mary6









“I took (OH) Prof.Tanaka to the place” (Boeckx & Niinuma 2004:456)
As mentioned above, this relativization indicates that the probe looks for a feature held only
by animate NPs. The current analysis does not immediately derive this relativization, as it con-
siders the probed features as index features and it is natural to assume that index features are
held by inanimate NPs, given that indices are deeply related to reference and inanimate NPs
can refer.7
Instead, I propose that the probe here is relativized to the index feature paired with the
person feature, which I call index-person features, and that person features are held only by
6 If the OH construction is used, the OH marker is only interpretable as expressing honor towards Mary, which is
pragmatically infelicitous.
7 Although I assume that indices and reference are deelply related, I assume that quantified NPs can have index
features as well and that the index features on the quantified NPs vary along with the variable index (See variable
feature in (Hicks 2009) and binder index in (Sudo 2012) for similar ideas).
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animate NPs in Japanese. First, person features are considered to be held only by animate NPs
at least in some languages (Lochbihler et al. 2015; Adger & Harbour 2007). It has also been
independently proposed that index features are related to person features (Wechsler & Zlatić
2000; Sudo 2012; Podobryaev 2017). Combining these two lines of analyses, I propose that
the probe on HON is relativized to the index-person features, and they are limited to animate
NPs, by assuming that person features are held only by animate NPs in Japanese.
4.2. ENCODING THE HONOR RELATIONSHIP ON THE PROBE. One crucial difference between
the current analysis and the previous Agree analysis lies in the position where the honorific in-
formation is grammatically encoded. In the current analysis, the meaning of honor toward the
object is represented on the HON head: The HON head finds two NPs via Agree and adds the
meaning “the speaker and the upper goal honor the lower goal.” Here, the object itself does
not have information about its honorific status. In contrast, as mentioned above, the previous
Agree analysis assumes that honorificity-related features such as [HON:+] on the object NPs,
not the probe, encode the object NPs’ honorific status (Boeckx & Niinuma 2004; Oseki &
Tagawa 2019; Ikawa & Yamada 2020 a.o.).
This difference leads to a difference in predictions about the behavior of OH in a structure
where one NP is agreed with by multiple predicates, more specifically, in raising relatives. It
has been claimed that at least some relative clauses involve the raising of the same NP from
the relative-clause internal position to the head noun position (Åfarli 1994; Kayne 1994; Bhatt
2002; Erlewine & Gould 2016). Thus, in raising relatives, (the copies of) the same NP can in
principle agree with the probes in two distinct clauses, that is, the probe in the relative clause
and the probe in the main clause. The view that the honorificity is represented on the object
NP predicts that the same NP either consistently triggers OH marking or consistently does not
across different predicates that it agrees with: if the NP has [HON:+] and this feature triggers
OH marking on the probe, then the NP is expected to trigger OH marking on every predicate
that it agrees with. In contrast, if the NP has [HON:-], it will not trigger OH marking in any
predicates it agrees with. However, the current view predicts that the same NP could trigger
OH marking in one clause while it cannot in another clause, as the presence of OH marking
is decided based on the honorific relationship between the NP and the subject in the clause
represented in the HON head in each clause. In this section, I will show that the prediction by
the current analysis is borne out.
Bhatt (2002) claims that the relative clauses have raising structures when the head noun
includes a modifier like first which is interpreted in a lower position of the relative clause.
(29a), for example, has an interpretation “the book which [John said that [Tolstoy has writ-
ten first]]” (in contrast with the interpretation “the book which [John said first that [Tolstoy has
written]]”) and this interpretation can only be derived by the structure like (29b), where the
head NP is raised from the lowest relative clause.
(29) a. the first book that John said that Tolstoy has written
b. the [first book]j [tj that John said [tj that Tolstoy has written tj]]
(30) in the specified context shows a similar example in Japanese, where the sentence has the
low reading of saisyo-no ‘first’: the person the speaker saw is someone Hanako said [John is
waiting first] (not someone Hanako first said John is waiting).
(30) Context: John is waiting for several people to come one by one in a certain order. Hanako
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‘I saw the first person Hanako said John is waiting for’
Now, we can consider OH marking in a raising relative example as shown in (31). Similar
to (30), (31) in the indicated contexts involves a low reading of the modifer saisyo-no, indicat-
ing that the relative clauses in these examples are derived by raising the NP saisyo-no senpai
‘the first senior’ from the relative clause internal position to the head noun position. That is,
this NP agrees with both the the relative clause probe and the matrix clause probe. Now, (31a)
shows that it is not possible to have OH marking both in the relative clause and in the main
clause, as the relative clause subject sensei ‘teacher’ does not honor senpai ‘senior’, the moved
NP. However, (31b) shows that it is still possible to have OH marking only on the matrix pred-
icate, as the speaker, who is referred to by the matrix subject, is in a position to honor senpai
‘senior’.
(31) Context: The teacher is waiting for several students to come one by one. The students
are all senior to the Speaker. Hanako said that Taroo is the first senior student the teacher


































‘I saw (OH) The first senior that Hanako said the teacher is waiting for (NH)/(SH)’
This pattern is not expected under the Agree view from the previous literature: if the ob-
ject NP itself is marked as honored with the feature [HON:+] and the OH morphology is agree-
ment with this feature, the object NP should be able to trigger OH in both clauses. On the
contrary, if the object NP bears [HON:-], it should not be able to trigger OH in either clause.
The current analysis, in contrast, correctly derives this pattern. There are two possible po-
sitions for HON in this example as shown in the structure in (32): on the matrix predicate
mikaker ‘see’ and on the predicate of the lowest relative clause mat ‘wait’.
(32) I saw HON [[first seniori]] [ti Hanako said [ti the teacher is waiting.for HON [first senior]i]]
The HON in the matrix clause, as a result of Agree with the raised NP, bears the interpreta-
tion “the speaker and I (=the speaker) honor the first senior”. This statement is felicitous as
the speaker has a lower status than the senior student and, hence, the OH marking on the ma-
trix predicate is possible. In contrast, the HON on the lowest embedded predicate will acquire
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the interpretation “The speaker and the teacher honor the first senior.” This is pragmatically
infelicitous given that the teacher is not in a position to honor the students, leading to the un-
acceptability of OH marking on the embedded predicate. Thus, the current analysis not only
captures the effect of subjects in OH as argued in Section 4.1, but also overcomes the problem
inherent to the view that represents honorificity on NPs as features.
5. Conclusion. While Japanese OH exhibits an Agree-like pattern in the syntactic distribution
of the honoree, it expresses a semantic honorific relationship between the object and the sub-
ject as well as the speaker. I have shown that this observation can be explained if the result of
Agree over index-person features are fed into the semantic predicate honor on the head HON.
The idea that Agree operations can interact with LF interpretations has been independently
proposed by works such as Hicks (2009) and Baker & Camargo-Souza (2020), in contrast with
the common view that Agree is an operation that affects only morphology. While the current
study diverges from these works by introducing a mechanism where a semantic predicate se-
lects its argument via Agree, in a broader view, the observations and the analyses in this paper
add another piece of evidence in favor of this line of research.
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